
hile we still face huge
challenges to alleviate

 homelessness and to
convince governments to
cough up real dollars for
affordable housing and more
emergency rent supplement
monies, we should garner
hope from significant wins
this past fall and winter. The
wins happened as a direct
result of widespread public
support. Thanks for your
help on these issues.
• In September 2003 a
One Year anniversary
celebration party was held
for Tent City. 100 people
are still in their housing
thanks to Tent City
residents fight for housing!
• In December, for the first time in
TDRC’s history, a Mayor agreed to meet
with TDRC. Shut out by former Mayor
Lastman the doors opened at City Hall
and Mayor David Miller met with TDRC!
• In January TDRC wrote the federal
government and requested they provided
an armoury to the city for emergency
shelter. Only three days later, the federal
government said yes and on January 15
the City opened the FY Armoury as an
emergency shelter!
• On Feb. 4, when the Department of
National Defense attempted to close the
Armoury after only a few short weeks,
TDRC held a press conference at the
Armoury and another week was won!
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Together We Are Strong!!!

• 2 Murray Street opened on Feb. 12 as
an emergency shelter. Public pressure and
concern was instrumental in the City’s
obtainment of this location as a
replacement emergency shelter for the
armoury. It remains open until April 15.
• Mayor David Miller joins TDRC on a
Disaster Tour on the night of Feb. 13. He
meets people sleeping outside City Hall and
visits both 2 Murray St. and an Out of the
Cold program.
• In February, TDRC responds to pleas
for help and helps to prevent the City’s
eviction of youth living under the Gardiner
Expressway.
• In an unprecedented step, two TDRC
members are asked to speak at the
Mayor’s Summit on Affordable Housing

and TDRC is asked by the City to host
the luncheon following the event.
Politicians mingled with homeless
people and other activists. Music,
drumming by PARC members and great
food was enjoyed by all!
• On March 1 the TB homeless
inquest resumed. TDRC is part of a
coalition called the TB Action Group
which has standing at the inquest. We
hope for significant recommendations
that will prevent further TB
transmission.
Let’s keep moving forward together. I
hope to report more successes in our
next newsletter!

— Cathy Crowe

W

Steering committee member Frank Showler joins TDRC/
FRAPRU affordable housing rally in Toronto, November 2003.
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A “Tail” of Unsung Heroes:  A Tribute to Stevie B.
by Boni Barter

“Gallant” is a word you
don’t hear anymore.  It’s the
best word I know to describe
Stevie B.  He clothed his 6’3”
gangly frame with panache -
not  something easy to
accomplish when living in an
illegal squatter’s encampment
where the weather hits 25
below zero and there are no
on-site shower  facilities.
Stevie’s dapper wardrobe
created out of society’s cast
offs was  topped by a beaming
grin. He was, as it is known
on the streets,  “solid”-
someone who never ‘ratted’,
who never stole from anyone
poor. He had  old-world
courtesy and style. Nancy, our
neighbour in Tent City found
this  good-natured rogue
uptown one day and promptly
towed him back.

Stevie was one of those guys who
shares until it’s gone. Many nights he
passed around his “Cadillacs” (filter-tip
cigarettes) with abandon. Often in  the
morning, Stevie scrounged the camp
searching for someone with a pinch of
tobacco and a rolling paper to indulge his
morning smoke. During our nightly
conversation rituals around the warmth of
oil drum infernos, Stevie told me  he had
been in the Navy and had held some well-
paid jobs. He had a tinge of  disbelief in
his voice when he talked about finding
himself homeless.

When I arrived in Tent City two days
before Christmas I arrived with
bronchitis. My dog TseTsah had a bladder
infection according to the  veterinarian
who received the last of my cash before I
crash landed in Tent  City. I bought the
dog antibiotics; I couldn’t afford any for
myself.   The morning after Boxing Day, I
awoke, hacking. My dog couldn’t get off
the bed even to urinate. She sprayed all
over my sleeping bag. In an  unheated
plastic ‘ice bucket’ [as Tent Cityites called
durakit cabins], the  wet sleeping bag
prophesied disaster. I couldn’t be angry at
her accident. I  could see she was dying.
Calvin and Stevie were part of one ‘crew’.
A ‘crew’ is similar to a street  gang
although more loosely associated. They

were a real Mutt ‘n’ Jeff team.  Tall,
sophisticated Stevie with Calvin, a 5’3 half
Shuswap, half Irish  leprechaun who had
spent much of his adult life behind bars.
When I saw  them, I burst into tears. I
was physically weak and emotionally
distraught. As  inebriated as they appeared,
Stevie and Calvin took control.  The guys
took one look at the inert mongrel on my
bed and passed worried  glances between
them. “Baby Girl, “ resolved Stevie, “we
are taking your dog  to the Humane
Society, NOW.” Calvin pressed me,
“Don’t you worry —they look  after all
the Tent City dogs. We’re taking her right
fuckin’ NOW!”

Cal laid a sleeping bag in the bottom of
a rusted Tent City taxi (shopping cart),
wrapped TseTsah cozily in a dilapidated
down-filled coat  with a broken zipper,
then tenderly lifted the limp shepherd/
collie. He took  her outside and placed her
gently in the bottom of the cart. Slogging
through the snow, Stevie pushed the cart
while Calvin pulled it from the  front as
the miserable animal lay her head listlessly
on Calvin’s hand. I  trundled alongside
them, streaming tears freezing on my
face. Shivering from the cold we arrived
at the Humane Society. I can’t imagine
what onlookers thought. A starvation-thin,
tremulous, dark haired woman  speechless

with grief, wearing a shredded tan
dockerworker’s jacket,  accompanied by
two guys staggering under the influence
of their early  morning sherry supplement
shouting, “Outta the way! Dog
ambulance!  Emergency!” while pushing a
stolen grocery cart filled by a rucked up
old  coat with a tip of dog nose edging
out. All of us reeked of odiferous smoke
from burning plywood in a barrel.
The woman behind the glass peered out
cautiously, and then agreed to treat the
dog for a $30 down payment. I wailed
that I had no money. Stevie flashed his
sunniest grin to the woman and charmed,
“We’re from Tent City. Just have
someone look at the dog. I’ll be back in an
hour with the thirty dollars. Don’t worry!”

 “Stevie,” I cried, “I don’t HAVE thirty
dollars or any way to get it.”  Stevie
winked. “Don’t you worry, Baby-Girl,
we’ll look after it. I’ll send  Calvin back
with it in about an hour.” After a round of
rib-busting hugs,  Calvin slipped me his
last toonie for a hot coffee. They wobbled
off.   The vet agreed to see the dog. The
vet examined her distended stomach and
immediately demanded x-rays. I sat in the
waiting room, unable to stop  bawling. I
was grateful that the room was warm.
The vet came called me into the
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Former Tent City resident Boni Barter speaks to the media at a TDRC event held at Tent
City in 2002.
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examination room. “your dog is dying
from  pyrometrie. Her entire uterus is
filled with pus. Another three or four
hours and she will be dead. Fortunately,
we can operate on her this  afternoon. I
would like you to stay until after the
operation to see if your  dog will live.”
As they operated on my dog, I went out
and rolled up a smoke. Calvin came
reeling down River Street. “Stevie B told
me to give you this, little Miss  Muffet.”
Calvin slipped a crisp twenty dollar bill in
my hand and two fives.  “Stevie said not
to worry; you don’t have to pay it back.
We panhandled it.  People are pretty
generous around Christmas. We told ‘em
it was for a sick  dog.” I burst into tears
again. “Oh God you guys! Thank you so
much!”   Later that afternoon Humane
Society staff conceded that I didn’t have
to  pay the $30 up front. They put over
the huge bill to be paid in small  amounts.
The next morning sharing our barrel-
brewed coffee I gave Stevie his  thirty
dollars back. He was, as usual, broke
again. He was pleasantly  surprised that I
held on to his $30 since he considered it a
spent gift. The  Humane Society agreed to
keep TseTsah a few extra days since I had
no indoor  heat source. The day we
sprung her the staff sent us home with a
slew of  antibiotics, a big box of milk
bones, a spiffy burgundy collar with
matching  leash and a huge sack of high-
grade puppy food to fortify my now
gleefully  bouncing mutt.

Stevie and Calvin visited her every
morning for a week, bribing her with
tidbits and checking her meticulously for
scarring while nodding contentedly  to one
another that the vet had done a fine job of
surgery.  Much later, Calvin told me that
Stevie had actually shoplifted an
expensive article from a hardware store
then returned it for a refund to  provide
fast cash. Stevie swore Calvin to secrecy
that day.

Now, as I write, this, it is Christmas
two years later. I live in a warm apartment
and have returned to my career. In late
November 2003, Stevie passed on from
cancer. The dog  he saved is lying on my
feet as I type, no doubt dreaming of milk
bones in  her Christmas stocking.  Stevie-
I’ll put a special treat in, just from you,
okay? •••

by Michael Shapcott
Plenty of promises but little action –

that is news out of the federal and
provincial governments. The National
Housing and Homelessness Network,
Toronto Disaster Relief Committee and
our partners at the national level have
created effective political pressure in the
last few years. The federal government
responded with its Affordable Housing
Program in 2001. It promised to spend
$680 million over five years, then added
another $320 million in February of 2003.

But a report card from the NHHN
released just before Mayor David Miller’s
housing summit on February 26 shows
that the federal government has only spent
$88.48 million so far, and there hasn’t
been a single new unit of affordable
housing in Toronto. Federal junior housing
minister Andy Scott and Ontario housing
minister David Caplan made great
speeches at the mayor’s summit, but
didn’t bring a penny of new money.

We need to keep up the pressure on
senior levels of government. The NHHN
has three major demands:
•  the federal and provincial governments
should honour their promise to fund
20,000 new affordable homes in Ontario.
•  the federal and provincial governments

should ramp up their spending to meet the
goal of the One Percent Solution – $2
billion annually from the federal
government, with matching funds from
the provinces and territories.
•  federal, provincial and territorial housing
ministers should hold an emergency
national housing summit as soon as
possible.

We expect that the Ontario government
will make an announcement soon about
rent supplements (subsidies to help poor
people pay their rent), but it likely won’t
be new money. The province is expected
to reheat the tired old rent supplement
program announced by the Harris
government in 1999 and reannounced
many times since then.

One small ray of hope: In late March,
the Ontario government announced a $2
million energy assistance program to help
cover part of the cost of growing
electricity bills (advocates have been
pushing for this for some time); and the
province also announced that it will fund
the $10 million rent bank plan that it
promised during last year’s election
campaign. We’ll be monitoring these
programs to make sure that they truly
benefit low-income households, and not
just enrich landlords or utility companies.

Promises! Promises!

TDRC/FRAPRU demonstrate what is needed at affordable housing rally in
Toronto, November 2003.
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Updates From The TB Inquest
by Kathy Hardill

As far back as 1994, front line health
workers working with homeless people
were beginning to see an increase in
sporadic cases of TB among homeless
people in Toronto’s downtown core.  At
that time, we formed a network known as
the TB Action Group, or TBAG, and
began to pressure Toronto Public Health
to initiate screening programs for
homeless people.  We warned that if
they did not, we would have an outbreak
of TB in the shelter system.

Our warnings were not heeded, and
in early 2001, Toronto saw its first TB
outbreak in the shelter system.  As of
this writing, fifteen men have been
infected.  Three men died – of
humankind’s oldest disease, in Canada’s
richest city, in the twenty first century –
something which simply should not
have been allowed to happen.

The TB Action Group geared up, and
together with the TDRC lobbied the
coroner’s office to call an inquest into
one or more of the TB deaths.  The
coroner’s office agreed, and an inquest
into one of the deaths began in late
2003.  It was interrupted, but has recently
resumed in March 2003 at the Coroner’s
Courts in Toronto.

In anticipation of the inquest, TBAG held
a public inquiry into the state of TB among
homeless people in Toronto in May 2003.
We pulled together a panel of experts to hear
a day of testimony from expert witnesses
who could speak to the various issues such
as problems in the Out of the Cold Program,
shelter conditions, problems in the
correctional system, and inadequate Toronto
Public Health programs for dealing with TB
among the homeless population.  This
testimony was compiled and the result was a
report and numerous recommendations for all
levels of government and Toronto Public
Health.  The report, entitled TB or Not TB:
There is no Question, is available at
www.tdrc.net.  This was our opportunity to
prepare for the inquest and at the same time
to exert some public pressure on the
Coroner’s office to schedule the inquest
before winter.

TBAG obtained legal standing at the
inquest, which allows us to have our
lawyers, Peter Rosenthal and Jackie
Esmonde, cross examine witnesses and to
call our own witnesses, in the hope of
ensuring that the scope of the inquest
includes shelter conditions such as

overcrowding.  We hope that the inquest will
help to illuminate dangerous shelter

by Mel Starkman
Housing for the psychiatrized in our

community is a special need calling for
special approaches. Not only must it be
affordable geared to income it must have
supports built into each unit and be part of
an overall, integrated mental health system
from intake to placement and follow up. The
intention should be to engender
participatory citizenship among survivors
such that ultimately they don’t have to be
treated specially. However there is much
catch-up work that has to be done.

  Since the abject failure of
deinstitutionalization, the process of
transferring patients to the community as
consumer/survivors has brought rampant
problems to Toronto. The TDRC has been
addressing these problems along with other
community based initiative. 2004 will be 366
days of decision with newly elected or to be
elected governments at the three levels. The
time for implementation of new programs
has come.

  To take a case in point is the Edmond

Yu Safe House Project.  The pilot project
model for this was recently released amid a
flurry of media coverage in January 2004. At
a cost of $135 per day compared to an
estimated $1,000 per day in a hospital, the
proposed safe house can supply
transitional housing for the psychiatric
homeless in our midst. It must be
adequately funded as part of a new
accessible and integrated mental health
system across the GTA. A plan is in place
driven by passion, competence and
innovative concepts, which feeds into the
cost-consciousness of present
governments and reflects the outcome of
studies done by the Toronto Peel Mental
Health Implementation Task Force.  The
Chairman of the task force, former federal
finance minister Michael Wilson, spoke out
supporting the Edmond Yu Safe House.

  In the sprit of the TDRC, we hope we
survivors will be partners in a whole new
approach to the problems of the mental
health system. •••

Perspectives on Housing for the Psychiatrized

conditions including poor
ventilation and frequent forced
movement, such as is required of
those using the faith-based Out of
the Cold Program during winter
months, which makes it virtually
impossible to find homeless people
who may have been exposed to
someone with active TB.  So far,
some good evidence has been
introduced, and some of the
Coroner’s witnesses, such as Seaton
House staff, have endorsed the TB
Action Group’s recommendations.

We hope that the recent Toronto
experience with SARS, which would
have been a disaster had it gotten
into the shelters, will be considered a
dodged bullet, and will serve as a
wake up call to those overseeing
shelters and the public health
system.  We are saddened, once
again, to be using a man’s death as a
tool for needed changes.  However,
we are hopeful that the tangible
threat of infectious disease will
motivate City of Toronto officials to
implement the improvements needed

to safeguard the health of not only homeless
people, but the general public as well. •••
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Interview With Laurie Bell: The New Out of the Cold Coordinator
by Dana Milne

As Dixon Hall’s new Out of the Cold
Coordinator, Laurie Bell feels a little bit as if
she’s about to do the proverbial jump from
the frying pan into the fire.

In August 2003, Dixon Hall was awarded
the contract for providing support services
to Toronto’s 21 independently run Out of the
Cold programs. Under the new contract,
Dixon Hall is to consult with volunteers and
the community regarding the needs of the
Out of the Cold program and coordinate a
myriad of services, including support staff,
volunteer training, TTC, van transportation,
and health and safety issues.

So life has been hectic, to say the least,
since Bell began her new job last October.
Coordinating programming for about 900
volunteers in 21 different church and
synagogue sites was daunting enough.
Throw the myriad of politics into the mix and
you have the recipe for one long winter.

Out of the Cold began on Jan. 15th, 1986
after a homeless man froze to death outside.
Horrified at the news, Sister Susan Moran,
Father John Murphy, Rev. Canon John Erb
and students and teachers at St. Michael’s
High School opened a small storefront on St.
Clair Ave. and began taking in homeless
people from the cold. Today, 21 different
churches and synagogues across the city,
with an army of volunteers from a number of
faith groups, take turns every week offering a
hot meal in the evening; a mat, a blanket, and
a place to sleep; and breakfast and TTC in
the morning to hundreds of homeless people.

Many people tell Bell that they like the
warmth of the volunteers and the relaxed
nature of the program. Once everyone is in
the door, volunteers have more time to talk
and play cards in the Out of the Colds than
in shelters and the food is often really good.
Volunteers enjoy their time too and feel
they’re making a real difference in people’s
lives. Without the Out of the Colds, more
people would be outside, in the cold.

But there is a darker side to this picture.
With homelessness at crisis proportions, Out
of the Colds are full every night. And with
that comes costs. The cost of turning people
away, knowing they might freeze to death
outside. The cost of crowding people inside,
knowing that increases the risk of
contracting diseases like tuberculosis. The
cost of feeding double the numbers of
people. Laundering costs. The potential for
violent episodes as people’s mental health is
worn down by homelessness. The list goes
on and on.

“We know it’s a bandaid. It’s one step
above no shelter,” says Margaret
Vandenbroucke, who has been volunteering
at Trinity-St. Paul’s Out of the Cold program
for eight years and is an active member of the
outspoken, faith-based Homelessness
Action Group (HAG). “People who are
volunteers in the Out of the Colds have a
faith-based motivation. They treat people
with great care and compassion. However,
conditions simply are not what homeless
people should have to tolerate in our city. As
a member of HAG, I would like to see
homeless people stay in shelters with
trained, supportive staff. The forced

movement and overcrowding of people is
really terrible.”

Bell has heard many comments like this in
meetings with Out of the Cold volunteers,
homeless people, outreach workers and
groups like the Toronto Disaster Relief
Committee. It’s an imperfect system in an
imperfect time.

Bell agrees that things need to change,
and she has put in hours of overtime to make
sure things happen. In the first two months
in her new position, Bell and her three co-
workers have hired site supervisors at each
of the Out of the Cold locations,
discontinued the use of security staff, and
replaced them with trained support staff to
assist volunteers, provide referrals, offer
emergency CPR/first aid, and diffuse any
conflict situations that might arise. For the
first time, staff/guest ratios meet the City’s
Shelter Standards.

Bell says Dixon Hall has also tried to be
on top of health and safety issues as quickly
as possible. Aware of scabies and the risks of
tuberculosis, the flu and SARS-like viruses,
Dixon Hall has provided health and safety
workshops to volunteers and support staff,
and the numbers of people staying overnight
and the spacing of mats now meet the City’s
Shelter Standards. As of early December, all
Out of the Cold locations use a professional

laundry service to ensure all blankets are
freshly laundered every night.

But there is still a lot to do, admits Bell.
She would like to develop better food
preparation training and standards, better
access to coordinated nursing care, and
emergency health protocols in the event of a
flu outbreak.

And, of course, there are the “pinks,” the
pink sheets that shelters fill out for everyone
using a shelter in order to get paid by the
city.  Dixon Hall is also paid in the manner.
From the perspective of many Out of the
Cold volunteers, the “pinks” are invasive,
cause long line-ups at the door, contribute to

people getting upset as they wait outside in
the cold, and take away from the welcoming
atmosphere they want to have.

“Before we would only ask someone’s
first name and welcome them inside,”
explained Vandenbroucke. “But in the last
couple of years, the City started requiring us
to use the pink sheets. So now we have to
put their full name, ask for their date of birth
and get them to sign it. It’s hard. People who
come to us don’t like all of the bureaucracy
in the shelter system. But we were under a lot
of pressure to do this.”

“We’re beginning to set up several
committees to look at emerging issues like
the pinks,” explains Bell. “Discussions of
this nature need to be facilitated between the
City and the host sites and this is definitely
something’s we’re hoping to do.”

Bell would also like to establish a
Steering Committee for the project that would
work with Dixon Hall to advocate for
changes in the system and begin to address
issues like the ‘pinks’ and the City’s
increasing dependency on the voluntary
sector as opposed to investing in more
shelters and trained staff. •••
Any groups or Out of the Cold users
interested in being on the Committee should
contact Laurie Bell at 416-699-6682 or by
email at laurie.bell@dixonhall.org.
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On the Road With Na-Me-Res, Carla and John
by Bonnie Briggs

Hello Post’rs. This month, TDRC
decided to take Lunch With Bonnie on the
road. I was asked to go out in the van
with Na-Me-Res as they gave out soup
and sandwiches to homeless people. I
went to Na-Me-Res and met with one of
my interviewees, John. The other one was
Carla. After a rushed dinner of chicken
stew and dumplings, salad and juice, and
some coaxing, we sat in the dining room
and did our interview.

Carla and John were both homeless ten
years ago, although they didn’t know each
other then. They met afterwards. They
both started volunteering with homeless
people. Carla was unwilling at first. She
worked at the Street Help Line for two
years and then went to 211, a community
information line for three months. Carla
finally got a job in the field. She has been
at Na-Me-Res for about three months.

When John was homeless, they didn’t
have vans like Na-Me-Res does. He said
that it was really hard for him. When he
arrived at Na-Me-Res, they sent him to
Lakehead University to be taught as a
Native Language Teacher. At Lakehead, he
learned about his culture and his own
people.

I asked Carla and John how they
became homeless. Carla said that she had
a family relationship breakdown and was
homeless for a couple of months. While
she was staying in the hostels, there were
some nights when she didn’t go back for
curfew. Those nights, she stayed on
friends’ couches. She has also slept
outside on occasion.  John didn’t have
family here when he arrived from
Manitoulin Island. He says he became
homeless because he “messed up”.

When they go out in the van, they do
more than give out food. They also do
informal counseling, help with shelter,
housing and employment contacts. They
use food as an icebreaker to establish
rapport with the people they’re serving.
Sometimes they will spend time talking
with people.

When asked if they’ve seen any
changes over the last few years, they said
that the numbers are growing. They see
more men than women and rarely see
families. Occasionally, families will call for
help, but they don’t often see them. They

said that sometimes, families get caught
up in the system and Na-Me-Res doesn’t
see them.

John doesn’t think things will get
better under the Liberals. He
says that the City thinks it’s an
easy problem to fix; just do
sweeps of homeless people.
But that just moves the
problem to a different area.
There are various problems on
the street; drugs, alcohol,
violence, etc. Everyone has his
or her own reason for being on
the street. John says that once
you’re on the street, it’s very hard to get
off. Both John and Carla believe that
building affordable housing will help. But
all you see are condos being built that no
one can afford.

If there was one thing that John and
Carla wanted people to know, it is this,
don’t judge a book by its cover. Homeless
people are judged by society. Everyone
has quirks and their own problems. Take
away the rich people’s money and they’re
just like everyone else.

After the interview, we piled into the

van and off we went. Surprisingly, we
didn’t stay in the downtown core. We
went up to the north and east parts of the
city. John explained this by saying that

there are other groups that
cover the downtown. Carla
drove while John fielded
calls on the cell phone and
wrote notes in the logbook.
They keep track of what
they give out and who gets
it. We went down side
roads and into hidden spots
where the homeless were
living. At one point, we

drove a homeless couple to a shelter for
the night. At another stop, we talked to
some homeless people. At the end of the
night, they drove me home.

Overall, it was an interesting
experience. It’s an experience that
everyone should have at least once in their
lives. I can think of some politicians who
could benefit from it. That would bring
them right down to street level. I’m not
saying that it would be an Epiphany, but it
couldn’t hurt. Ok, who’s next? •••
Bonnie Briggs is member of TDRC and OCAP.

Lunch With Bonnie

Cathy Crowe, a Street Nurse and
tireless advocate for solutions to home-
lessness, has been awarded the prestig-
ious AtkinsonCharitable Foundation’s
Economic Justice Award for 2004.
During her three year fellowship, Cathy
will conduct her advocacy work from
The Sherbourne Health Centre.

This prestigious award provides
Cathy with the support to conduct her
advocacy work on behalf of the home-
less at both the local and national levels.
As an Economic Justice Award recipient,
Cathy joins the ranks of such progressive
community leaders as The Honourable
R.J. Romanow and Armine Yalnizyan.

Excerpted from the Sherbourne Health
Centre Newsletter.

Cathy Crowe Receives The Atkinson Charitable
Foundation’s Economic Justice Award
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Solving the Problem
Bed bugs are not an easy problem to

solve.  However, there are effective
strategies known as “Integrated Pest
Management” or IPM for short. More
than anything, this is the use of common
sense and the application of knowledge
and practical approaches to solve the
problem and to keep it solved by
preventive techniques. It requires good
education of residents, of staff, and
working together with professionals in the
field – entomologists and pest control
professionals. The idea of IPM is to make
it very hard for a particular pest to
succeed or become established. New
infestations of bed bugs will happen – this
is now inevitable.  However, when these
are reported early and good preventive
practices are put into effect, there is no
reason why the problem should become
well established.

TDRC has committed to addressing
this concern and City officials from the
Shelter Division and Toronto Public Health
are now working with shelter operators
and pest care professionals to try to get
the problem in check. This is a very
difficult pest to control, and is an ongoing
battle to keep it under control.  TDRC will
continue to monitor this issue, and ensure
that City officials take it seriously. •••
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Sleep Tight, Don’t Let the Bed Bugs Bite
Updated by Kathy Hardill

“Night, night, sleep tight, don’t
let the bedbugs bite.”  How many
of us heard that as children, never thinking
for a minute that we really had to worry
about something called a bedbug.  Well,
now that medieval phrase has meaning in
downtown Toronto.  In case you haven’t
heard, and as if homelessness wasn’t
difficult enough, there is now another
problem facing shelter users and rooming
house residents in Toronto – bed bugs.
These blood-sucking creatures have been
making a comeback in North America, and
have gradually been making their way
northwards for a number of years.  For
about a year now, they have been causing
problems in Toronto shelters.  As Toronto
physician Dr. Roy Male described it,
“homeless people are literally being eaten
alive in these shelters.”  I have treated
many shelter residents for bedbug bites
and the secondary infections they
sometimes generate.  Perhaps more
worrisome, is the fact that the presence of
bedbugs is an enormous deterrent to
shelter use, even during cold weather alert
conditions.  And after seeing people wake
up covered with bites, I say who can
blame them?
The Resurgence of a Once
Common Pest

After WWII, new pesticide
products such as DDT as well as
improvement in general hygiene and
quality of living conditions made bedbugs
a rarity. Over the last five years, bedbugs
have been making a comeback with a
vengeance. The concerns about modern
pesticides have reduced the available
arsenal to less toxic, less persistent
materials which are not as long lasting.
These factors along with more travel by
people across the world have resulted in
an increase in the incidence of bedbugs.
Bedbugs are small insects with piercing
mouthparts.  They live near their hosts
(mammals, bats and birds) and come out
at night to silently and painlessly feed on
blood by “stabbing” with a sharp
proboscis. While they are not known to
spread diseases, their saliva can cause an
allergic reaction which may be extremely
itchy.  In addition, prolonged scratching
can lead to secondary skin infections.
They can hide almost anywhere – but like

Both Dana Milne and Tony Tracy
finished their contracts at TDRC for Year
1 of our 1% Project. We thank them for
their valuable work and hope to continue
to work with them in social justice
struggles.

Michael Shapcott, our Research
Coordinator, continues to provide
valuable research, education and policy
support work for TDRC from his base at
the Centre for Urban and Community
Studies at U of T.

Cathy Crowe has been acting as an
Interim Executive Director since
November and recently received the
Atkinson Charitable Foundation’s
Economic Justice Award.

We welcome Josh Zucker who is
providing additional outreach support to
TDRC in Toronto’s east end. Sherrie
Golden, a Steering Cttee member is
currently providing additional

administrative support to the office as is
Shelagh Northey who will be with us on
an interim basis.

We welcome Bob Rose to our
Steering Cttee. Bob has been active with
TDRC on the front lines for years.

Sadly, we accepted the resignation of
Steve Lane from the Steering Cttee. A
founding member of TDRC and strong
anti-poverty activist, Steve plans to take
a break and we hope continue with his
extraordinary writing.

 Danielle Koyama has returned from
her 6 month stint in Botswana and we
are thrilled to have her back on the
Steering Committee.

In the last year TDRC has acquired
space at the Church of the Holy Trinity
for a resource and working space for
volunteers. If you have any time to help
out or skills you think we could use
please call the office!!

What’s New at TDRC

to be fairly close to their victims. They
are often found on mattress seams, or in
the frame of a bed, but they can hide in
a lot of different places. They can also
spread and are known to travel as much
as 100 feet in search of a host. The
most common hiding locations are on
sides of a mattress near the victim, or
within the framework of a bed, in
upholstered furniture, chairs, behind
baseboards, inside electrical
outlets, behind picture frames,
and really almost anywhere in a
home or room. The adults will live
almost a year and each female can lay
from 200 – 500 eggs in her lifetime.
When control is not working or
someone has not sought help, the
problem can become HUGE.
Infestation can be spread through used
mattresses and furniture as well.
Currently, a number of Toronto
shelters have bedbug infestations,
which should not surprise us, as they
thrive in overcrowded environments
and in particular when hosts carry
them from one location to another to
another.  Homeless people may have
the insects in their sleeping blankets or
bags or in their coats when they move
to another shelter, or when they crash
for a night or two with friends.



Consider making a financial donation to help end homelessness. If you need a receipt for income tax purposes, make
the cheque payable to: “Phoenix Community Works Foundation” and write on the bottom of your cheque that the
donation is for the “Homeless Project.”  If the tax receipt is not of concern, please make the cheque payable to the
Toronto Disaster Relief Committee.

Please accept this donation of:

      [  ]$10  [  ]$25  [  ]$50  [  ] $100  [  ] $250   [  ] $__________

Name _____________________________________________________________

Tel _______________________________________________________________

Address____________________________________________________________

E-Mail_____________________________________________________________

Please return your donation with this form to:
Toronto Disaster Relief Committee, 6 Trinity Square, Toronto, ON M5G 1B1

TDRC Needs Your Financial Support!

Street Nurse
A powerful point-of-view documentary that explores the streets
of Toronto through the eyes of CATHY CROWE, a woman who
calls herself a “street nurse” because her patients live there.

Directed, written and produced by
SHELLY SAYWELL.

A new booklet containing black and white photographs by
Christopher Bognat, a worker with the Canadian Auto Workers
Local 112, provides pictures highlighting our current housing
crisis and homelessness disaster. Editorials by Toronto and
York Region Labour Council President John Cartwright and
others accompany the photographs and describe the story of
the close connection of homelessness and labour. Order from
the Toronto Disaster Relief Committee (TDRC):

New Price:New Price:New Price:New Price:New Price:
$5 Each! Ge$5 Each! Ge$5 Each! Ge$5 Each! Ge$5 Each! Get Yt Yt Yt Yt Yourourourourours Ts Ts Ts Ts Todaodaodaodaoday! Limity! Limity! Limity! Limity! Limited Supply!!ed Supply!!ed Supply!!ed Supply!!ed Supply!!

Homelessness: A Message
For Working Canadians

Available from the TTTTTorororororontontontontonto Disasto Disasto Disasto Disasto Disaster Rer Rer Rer Rer Relief Committelief Committelief Committelief Committelief Committee:ee:ee:ee:ee:
6 Trinity Square, Toronto ON  M5G 1B1
Phone 416-599-8372 Fax: 416-599-5445 Email: tdrc@tdrc.net
$20 each / $40 for groups & organizations$20 each / $40 for groups & organizations$20 each / $40 for groups & organizations$20 each / $40 for groups & organizations$20 each / $40 for groups & organizations
please add $5 for shipping costsplease add $5 for shipping costsplease add $5 for shipping costsplease add $5 for shipping costsplease add $5 for shipping costs

Shelter From The Storm
A New Film by Michael Connolly
Shelter From The Storm follows TDRC working with residents of Canada’s
most famous squatter encampment: Tent City. NoNoNoNoNow updatw updatw updatw updatw updatededededed to include
the eviction and rent subsidy program.

Copies for individual or non-profit groups are available from the Toronto
Disaster Relief Committee: 6 Trinity Square, Toronto ON M5G 1B1

$20 for individual use / $40 for groups$20 for individual use / $40 for groups$20 for individual use / $40 for groups$20 for individual use / $40 for groups$20 for individual use / $40 for groups

add $5 for shipping costsadd $5 for shipping costsadd $5 for shipping costsadd $5 for shipping costsadd $5 for shipping costs
for institutional sales, email michaelconnolly@rogers.com or see

www.amistadvideoandfilm.com
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